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GARMIN PILOT™ AVIATION APP

Garmin is excited to announce Garmin Pilot, a new
aviation app for the iPad, iPhone, and Android
mobile devices. The app brings Garmin’s industryleading aviation technology to mobile devices;
offering pilots complete trip planning, DUATS
filing, weather, navigation and electronic flight bag
capabilities. Garmin Pilot is the perfect complement
to our extensive line of aviation navigation products
and services. Garmin Pilot incorporates the intuitive icon user interface
and many of the same great features from our other popular products.
Pilots will find it very familiar and easy to use. The Garmin Pilot app will
help with every facet of your trip - Planning, Filing, and Flying. **Note:
Garmin Pilot app only serves USA for charts and navigation. Expanded
coverage expected in future.**
Pro with Safe Taxi and Geo-Ref Charts.......P/N 13-11867..........$159.98

GARMIN USB AVIATION
GNS™ SERIES PROGRAMMER

Garmin USB Aviation Data Card Programmer for
the GNS series of products. Boasting improved
performance and RoHS compliance (allowing
global availability), this data card programmer
enables customers to transfer terrain and obstacle databases from
flygarmin.com with unprecedented speed and efficiency. The data card
programmer offers greatly enhanced transfer speeds, ensuring that
dealers and customers alike spend less time in front of the computer.
When transferring Terrain and Obstacle databases to GNS 430/530
WAAS and non-WAAS data cards, users can expect up to 80% faster
transfer speeds. This data card programmer is backwards compatible
with previous Terrain data cards, so a data card is not required.
P/N 10-05931............$76.80
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GARMIN INREACH EXPLORER

Navigate, create waypoints, log your trip and find
your way back. Send and receive text messages.
Trigger an interactive SOS. Plan, track and share
your journey. You can do all of this from one rugged
handheld device with 100% global coverage from
Iridium. You can also pair it with your mobile device
to access topographic maps and U.S. NOAA charts
P/N 11-12868..........$450.00
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GARMIN INREACH® MINI 2
SATELLITE COMMUNICATOR

Small, rugged, lightweight satellite communicator
enables two-way text messaging via 100% global
Iridium satellite network (satellite subscription
required). Trigger an interactive SOS to the 24/7
search and rescue monitoring center (satellite
subscription required). Access downloadable
maps, U.S. NOAA charts, color aerial imagery and
more by using the free Garmin Earthmate app and
compatible devices. Optional inReach weather
forecast service provides detailed updates directly
to your inReach Mini 2 or paired device; basic and
premium weather packages available. Send and
receive inReach messages through compatible
Garmin devices, including connected wearables and handhelds. Internal,
rechargeable lithium battery provides up to 50 hours of battery life in
10-minute tracking mode.
Flame Red....................................................P/N 11-19184..........$399.99
Black.............................................................P/N 11-19183..........$399.99

INREACH ACCESSORIES

Description
Inreach SE Adjustable Handheld Mount
Inreach SE Friction Mount
Inreach Powered Mount with Suction Cup
Inreach Powered Mount
Inreach SE Backpack Tether
Inreach SE Spine Mount Belt Clip
Inreach SE Swivel Belt Clip

718

Part No.
11-15020
11-15025
11-15027
11-15026
11-15021
11-15023
11-15028

Price
$18.95
$34.75
$99.95
$38.65
$18.99
$7.50
$6.95

QREF GUIDES FOR GPS UNITS

Now you’ve got a choice. The quick reference books feature
easy-to-use tabbed pages for concise procedures and
navigation help in a compact size, prefect for someone who
wants complete information or is new to a system. The cards
provide all the essential information in a 5” x 8” full-color, hard
plastic card for those who are already familiar with their system.
Either way, Qref keeps you in the know, quickly and easily.

GPS Model
Garmin aera
GPSMAP 195
GPSMAP 196
GPSMAP 295
GPSMAP 296
GPSMAP 396
GPSMAP 495
GPSMAP 496
GPSMAP 696/695
GMX200
GNS 430
GNS 480/CNX80
GNS 530/430
G1000 Card
G1000 non WAAS
G1000 WAAS
Garmin Cirrus
AIRMAP 2000C
AIRMAP 600C
AV8OR
AV8OR Ace
GEOPILOT II
EKP-II
EKP
KLN 89B
KLN 90B
KLN 94
KLN GX Series
Avidyne Entegra version 3-5
Avidyne Entegra version 6-7

Card P/N
13-07064
13-06355
13-06356
13-06357
13-06360
13-06362
13-06362
13-06362
13-06363
13-06353
--13-06418
13-06354
13-06417
------13-06365
13-06364
13-06348
13-07066
13-06347

Price
$13.99
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
--$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
------$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$13.95

13-06322
13-06368
13-06367
13-06366
13-06369
-----

$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$14.75
$17.25
-----

Book P/N
13-07063
13-06291
13-06292
13-06293
13-06294
13-06295
13-06313
13-06315
13-06316
--13-06288
13-06289
13-06290
--13-06423
13-06424
13-06425
13-06317
13-06318
13-06287
13-07065
13-06286
13-06285
------13-06422
--13-06358
13-06359

Price
$27.95
--$18.95
$22.95
$24.95
$27.95
$21.95
$27.95
$27.85
--$27.95
$27.95
$27.95
--$48.95
$48.95
$48.95
$24.95
$16.95
$27.95
$28.95
$24.95
$27.95
------$24.95
--$48.95
$48.95

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF QREF GPS GUIDES.

JEPPESEN GARMIN
GPSMAP TRAINING CDS

The Jeppesen Training CDS let pilots learn at their own
pace, practicing procedures at the comfort and safety
of a computer desktop, rather than flying heads-down.
Easily and quickly get the users familiar with operations
by using a visual hands-on approach.
Description
Part No.
Price
Jeppesen GPSMAP 196 Interactive
11-02442-1
$52.25
Jeppesen GPSMAP 396 Interactive
11-04514-1
$63.95

GPS MANUALS

Pilot-friendly manuals are available for most receivers.
Our task-oriented manuals are simplified directions that
lead you step-by-step through all the GPS operations.
Includes descriptions of all pages.
Description
Part No.
Price
Garmin aera 560 Manual
11-10829
$34.95
Garmin G900X Manual
11-09093
$54.95

GARMIN GPSMAP 696 / 695
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

This reference guide is compatible with the GARMIN
GPSMAP 696/695.............P/N 11-07351............$39.99

GARMIN 2-WAY SPLITTER
- 500 OHM - BNC

Garmin 500 OHM 2-Way BNC Splitter. Ideal for use in
installations of Garmin devices, the 013-00112-00 is a
coaxial power splitter and/or combiner, ideal for usage
in VHF and UHF applications, instrumentation, and communication
systems........................................................P/N 11-17819..........$127.90

GARMIN HIGH SPEED MULTI CHARGER

Add 2 high-speed USB ports to your vehicle’s 12 V
outlet without losing the ability to power your compatible
device. Use each USB port to charge a phone, tablet or
any other device that needs power on the go.
P/N 11-12113............$42.50
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Prices Subject to Change Without Notice - Valid as of June 3, 2022.

